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Lifetime Lower Limits for the * 
3P0 and 3P2 Metastable States of Neon, Argon, and Krypton 

RobertS. VanDyck, Jr.,t Charles E. Johnson, and Howard A. Shugart 

Department of Physics and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

August 1971 

ABSTRACT 

A time-of-flight technique has been used to investigate the 

long-lived 3P0 and 3P2 states of neon, argon, and krypton. The velocity 

distribution of metastable atoms is sampled and detected at two posi

tions, 1.9 m anq 6.7 m from the electron gun used to excite the meta

stable states. A comparison of the number of metastables within given 

velocity intervals at the two detectors determines the number which 

decay in flight and gives a lower limit for the long radiative lifetimes. 

The results are: for neon, -rCP) > 0.8 sec; for argon, -rCP) > 1.3 sec; 

and for krypton, -r( 3P) > 1.0 sec. Xenon yields a composite decay curve 

possibly resulting from other long-lived states cascading to the 3P 

states. The present measurements are limited by residual gas or beam-

beam scattering, and by the length of the time-of-flight region being 

short compared to a decay length. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The very long-lived 3Po and 3P 2 metastable states of neon, 

argon, and krypton have been studied using the same time-of-flight 

techniqu~ and apparatus previously described in a paper reporting the 

mean life of the 21S0 metastable state of helium. Unlike that experi

ment, no quenching lamp is required, since it is probable that both 3P 

states for the noble gases studied have lifetimes that are long when 

compared to the observation time, and thus act as a single state. 

The properties of these long-lived states should be of 

particular interest to astrophysicists when orbiting telescopes become 

available. Only then can these uv-transitions (-1000 A) be studied in 

emission from non-planetary sources. The lifetimes of long-lived 

metastable states should also be of interest to theorists because the 

decay processes of such states are sensitive to exact electronic wave 

functions and also to very small perturbing interactions. Indeed, a 

rare magnetic quadrupole transition to the ground 1S0 state may be the 

most probable mode of decay for the metastable 3P2 level. 

The first lifetime experiments on the metastable states of the 

nobles gases 2 were performed in a few Torr of gas enclosed in a light

transparent bulb. The. gas was excited by a pulsed discharge and sub

sequently illuminated by resonant radiation which could be absorbed only 

by the metastable state. When absorption ceases, the metastable state 

has been exhausted. In order to extract a radiative lifetime from such 

studies, one must have full knowledge of the many other modes of creat

ing and destroying the desired metastable state. Though there are many 

• 
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variations of the noble gas-bulb experiment, they all must use high 

pressures (»10-6 Torr) to maintain a discharge. Thus the measured 

lifetimes are severely pressure-limited and extraction of a true radia-

tive lifetime is extremely difficult. From such studies, however, 

Ho.Istein 3 has estimated that the mean lives of the 3P2 metastable levels 

lie in the range between 10 and 1000 msec. For neon, Steinberg, 4 using 

the same time-of-flight technique as the present experiment, obtained 

pressure-limited lower limits of 5 msec for the 3P2 state and 33 msec 

for the 3P0 state. 

Following a discussion of the metastability of the noble-gas 

3P states, this paper briefly describes the experiment and extends our 

earlier discussion of the time-of-flight analysis so that it is 

appropriate for a long-lived metastable state of slow atoms in the 

Earth's gravitational field. 

I I • NOBLE GAS METASTABLE STATES 

The lowest-lying levels of krypton are shown in Fig. 1 as a 

typical noble gas energy-level diagram. The 1P1 and 3P1 states are 

absent from our metastable beam because they decay to the 1 S0 ground 

state by allowed electric dipole (El) radiation before the atoms leave 

the electron gun. Lifetimes 5 for these states vary from 2 to 30 nsec. 

Because of the large spin-orbit coupling for Ne, Ar, and Kr, 

only rigorous selection rules apply when considering possible decay 

modes; total angular momentum J and total parity are conserved. The 

only transition possible for the 3P2 state is to the 1S0 ground state; 
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since parity changes and ~J = 2, the decay must occur through emission 

of magnetic quadrupole (M2) radiation. However, the 3P0 state may make 

a .transition to either the 3P1 or the ·3P2 state, but not to the 1S0 

ground state since a J = 0 -+ J = 0 transition is not allowed for single-

photon decay. The emission of two El photons is also disallowed because 

parity cannot change for this particular two-photon decay. Other 

multiple-photon decay mode~ are subsequently much less probable than 

single-photon emission to the 3P1 or the 3P2 states. Transitions to the 

3P1 or the 3P2 states must proceed by magnetic dipole (Ml) or electric 

quadrupole (E2) radiation, respectively. An estimate indicates tl1at 

the rate for E2 radiation is 104 to 105 times less probable than the 

rate for Ml radiation. Thus, cascading to the 3P2 should be small; the 

population of the 3 P2 state will be determined primarily by th~ initial 

distribution and by the M2 decay rate. Both the 3P0 state and the 3P2 

state are therefore highly metastable and are suitable for investigation 

by our time-of-flight technique. 

I I I • EXPERIMENT 

A complete description of our apparatus, data collection 

scheme, data analysis, and time-of-flight theory has been described 

previously. 1 Briefly summarized below are those aspects of the experi-

ment which are pertinent to understanding the present investigation of 

the metastable states of Ne, Ar, and Kr. 

The experiment is based primarily on the time-of-flight 

technique where an atom is assumed to leave the metastable state only 
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by radiative decay as it drifts over a 5-m path between two fixed 

detectors; this assumption demands a very low pressure in the drift 

region to minimize scattering losses. The neutral, ground-state beam 

effuses from a cooled source; the atoms are immediately excited to 

metastable states by a pulse of antiparallel, magnetically focused 

electrons. The metastable beam is then collimated while passing through 

three buffer chambers and finally detected at both ends of the 5-m drift 

region. The first detector consists of a 60% transmitting copper mesh 

target. The secondary electrons which are Auger-ejected from the copper 

surface by the metastable atoms are collected by an EMI electron multi

plier. The second detector is a sol~d copper target and intercepts the 

transmitted metastable atoms which survive the flight between the two 

detectors. 

The data-taking and timing aspects of the experiment are 

controlled by an on-line PDP-8 computer. An example of the data 

collected is shown in Fig. 2, and represents about 50,000 separate 

collection sweeps. The electron gun is pulsed on only during channel 0 

and counts are then collected simultaneously at both detectors into 

199 channels, not all of which are shown. All channel widths are equal 

and range from 170 ~sec for neon to 521 ~sec for krypton. 

The following two expressions represent the number of meta

stable atoms counted by detectors 1 and 2: 

n1 (v) = J s1 n
0

(v) ds1 (la) 

surface 
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n2(v) = J £ 2 n0
(v) e-t/T ds 2 (ili) 

surface 

where the integration of the beam over the surface of each detector is 

shown explicitly. The efficiency of the copper surface and the 

geometrical loss factor of the electron multiplier are represented by 

the single quantity £. The initial velocity distribution n (v) is 
0 

determined not only by the effusion from the cooled source slit but also 

by the excitation process in the electron gun. The exponential factor 

in the expression for the number of counts at detector 2 allows for 

radiative decay of the metastable beam between the two detectors. 

Though a single lifetime T appears in the exponential, atoms in both 

the 3P0 and 3P2 metastable statffiactually exist in the beam. However, 

since the lifetimes of both states are very long compared to the time of 

flight between detectors, the beam appears to decay as a single compo

nent which can be represented as a single average lifetime T. 

After assurtng that n
0 

is uniform across the beam, the time 

and velocity dependence can be extracted from the integrals in Eqs. (1). 

Then, taking a ratio of detector 2 counts to detector 1 counts for atoms 

of the same velocity, we obtain 

(2) 

where t is the time of flight between detectors and C is a constant 

independent of the initial velocity distribution. The natural logarithm 

of Eq. 2 gives the equation of a straight line; a straight line is 
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least-squares fitted to the data and the lifetime T determined from 

the slope= ~1/T~ 

The initial step in the data analysis involves partitioning 

the detector 2 data to correspond to the channel width at detector 1 

for metastable atoms with the same velocity. However, our previous 

discussion 1 of the data analysis must be extended to include the effect 

of gravity on the heavier noble gases, which have much slower thermal 

velocities than helium. Since the drift region is oriented in a 

vertical configuration, atoms drifting to the second (upper) detector 

are retarded by gravity by different amounts depending on their initial 

velocity. This retardation can be accounted for by comparing atoms with 

arrival times t 1 and t 2, where time t 2 must correspond to an atom 

arriving at detector 2 whose original velocity would have allowed the 

atom to arrive at detector 1 in time t 1 . The correct partitioning of 

the data, followed by calculation of the ratio R for metastable atoms 

of the same velocity, then leads to a plot of lnR vs time of flight, as 

shown in Fig. 3. The least-squares straight line is fit only to data 

points corresponding to a number of counts greater than 10% of the 

peak value. 
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IV. RESULTS 

In order to achieve the best statistics possible, all 

individual runs (2 hrs each) were added together, channel by channel for 

each noble gas, before being analyzed. The results, to be interpreted 

as lower limits for the composite lifetime of the metastable 3P states, 

are 

T( 3P) > 0.8 sec for neon 

> 1.3 sec for argon 

> 1.0 sec for krypton, 

Interpreting these lifetimes as lower limits is natural, since they are 

probably limited by scattering from residual gas in the drift region. 

All runs were taken at a pressure of 2·10-9 Torr, which is the usual 

pressure in the apparatus when the drift region is liquid-nitrogen 

trapped, Untrapped, the drift pressure is approximately 2·10-8 Torr 

and the measured lifetimes are reduced by about SO%. Another important 

COD$ideration in this interpretation is the use of such a small initial 

interval of decay from which to extract a long lifetime. Intrinsic 

limitations in the method of analysis and uncertainties in the distance 

measurement also can lead to systematic errors in the measured lifetime. 

Unlike the helium result previously reported, these heavier 

noble gases show no significant systematic error due to the initial 

velocity distribution n
0

(v) being non-uniform across the metastable 

beam (referred to earlier as "source dependency"). Sensitivity to 
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background subtraction is minimized by excluding from the data analysis 

the small number of counts in the tail of the time-of-flight distribu

tion. All other experimental parameters such as gun voltage, beam 

temperature, and channel width have no effect on the measured lifetime. 

Xenon was also briefly investigated but not pursued; instead 

of the usual decay curve, xenon exhibits a rising curve, corresponding 

to a negative lifetime (or positive slope) of ~ -60 msec. A possible 

explanation of this phenomenon is obtained if one assumes there are 

higher populated states with long lifetimes 6 cascading to the 3P 
. 

metastable states; this can cause the 3P populations to appear to 

increase in time. Further experimentation will be necessary before we 

can fully understand the xenon data. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Krypton energy-level diagram showing the lowest-lying levels. 

Both J = 1 states decay to the 1S0 ground state by electric dipole 

(El) radiation. The 3 P~ state can decay to either the 3 P1 state 

by magnetic dipole (Ml) radiation or to the 3P2 state by electric 

quadrupole (E2) radiation. The 3P2 state can decay only by mag

netic quadrupole (M2) radiation to the 1S0 ground state. 

Fig. 2. Time-of-flight data for krypton, representing about 50 000 

separate collection sweeps. The electron gun is pulsed on only 

during channel 0 and data are collected simultaneously at both 

detectors for the following 199 channels (not all shown) . 

Fig. 3. Ln. decay plot for krypton. The ratio of detector 2 to 

detector 1 metastable atom distributions versus time of flight 

between detectors is a straight line on a logarithmic plot. The 

measured lifetime is Obtained from the slope = -1/T of the 

least-squares-fitted straight line, using data points corresponding 

to a number of counts greater than 10% of the peak value. 
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